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Page load speed is a UX consideration.
How can we check the speed of our
pages and improve it?



What is page speed?
Page speed is the amount of time it takes 
between the browser’s request for a page 
until the browser completes processing 
and rendering the content. 



Why is page speed important?
When it comes to page loading speed, every second counts. In fact, 
Google research shows that when loading times increase from one to 
three seconds, the probability of a bounce (the visitor leaving right away) 
increases by 32 percent.



If your pages don't load within a few seconds, it significantly increases the 
chance that visitors will leave the site.

Page speed also plays a pivotal role in Search Engine Optimization (SEO).

Page speed can influence consumers' perception of the brand.
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•
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How to Measure Page Speed?
There are various tools you can use to test and measure page speed. 

Dotcom-Monitor Website Speed Test
Uptrends Free Website Speed Test
Google PageSpeed Insights
BrowserStack SpeedLab
Light House
Pingdom
GTMetrix
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 Dotcom-Monitor Website Speed Test

https://www.dotcom-tools.com/website-speed-test

The Dotcom-Monitor Website Speed Test allows you to test your web page’s speed 
from 25 different locations simultaneously, while also giving you the ability to select 
the browser. The tool returns results for not only a first-visit, but also a second visit.



Uptrends Free Website Speed Test

https://www.uptrends.com/tools/website-speed-test

Uptrends Free Website Speed Test includes testing options from 11 locations. In 
addition, you can select the browser, bandwidth throttling, screen size (desktop), and 
device (mobile).



Google PageSpeed Insights

https://pagespeed.web.dev/?utm_source=psi&utm_medium=redirect

Google PageSpeed Insights is Google’s main tool for scoring a page’s speed on 
mobile devices and desktop respectively. The free tool also provides a breakdown of 
page performance based on Google’s Core Web Vitals.



BrowserStack SpeedLab

https://www.browserstack.com/speedlab

BrowserStack SpeedLab is unique among this set of page load time testing tools, in 
that it provides load times across multiple browsers and devices. It measures website 
speed on BrowserStack’s Real Device Cloud to improve accuracy.



Light House

https://developers.google.com/web/tools/lighthouse

Lighthouse is an open-source tool used to audit web page performance, accessibility, 
progressive web apps, SEO and more. Google recommends using the Chrome 
DevTools workflow rather than the Chrome Extension because the DevTools workflow 
lets you test authenticated pages and local sites.



Pingdom

https://tools.pingdom.com/

The Pingdom Website Speed Test is a comprehensive page load time testing tool. You 
can use the free version to check page load time from seven servers in various 
locations around the world to examine seven different state’s of a browser’s file 
request.



GTMetrix

https://gtmetrix.com/

GTmetrix uses Google PageSpeed Insights and YSlow! to assess your page load time, 
with a testing location in Vancouver, Canada using Chrome (Desktop). One unique 
feature of GTmetrix is the ability to compare a page’s performance against prior tests 
of the same page.



Before making any changes to the site, we need to gauge the 
web pages' performance. 

Ways to Improve Page Loading Speed



Choose a performance-optimized hosting solution.

Hosting provider plays a major role in the website's management 
and performance.

Cheap hosting often = poor performance.

It means sharing resources between multiple websites on an 
overloaded server that can strain the page loading times.
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Compress and optimize your images.

Large images can also delay loading times.

Compress and optimize the images. ie change file formats, 
enabling lazy loading, and compressing images 

•

•
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Reduce your redirects

Every time a page redirects somewhere else, it prolongs the 
HTTP request and response process. (bad loading times)

Ways to reduce redirects in WordPress:

1) One is to avoid creating unnecessary ones when building                
internal links.
2) Making sure your Top-Level Domain (TLD) resolves with a 
maximum of one redirection.

•

•
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Cache your web pages

Caching is one of the most effective ways to speed up 
the web pages.

Cache your web pages at the server level, meaning that 
your host handles it for you.

•
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Enable browser caching

Browser caching can leverage to improve page loading 
speeds.

It employs page caching and cache pre-loading to 
optimize the speed of the pages.

•

•
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Use asynchronous and defer loading for your
CSS and JavaScript files.

CSS and JavaScript can load either synchronously or 
asynchronously.

With this method, when the browser encounters a script, it 
will stop loading other elements on the page until that file 
has been fully loaded first.

•

•
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Minify CSS, JavaScript, and HTML.

Minify your CSS, JavaScript, and HTML code this improve page 
loading speed. (Keep code simple)

Decreasing your files' sizes makes it easier to combine them.

•
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Leverage a content delivery network (CDN).

A Content Delivery Network (CDN), also referred to as a ‘content 
distribution network', is a network of servers that can help 
improve page loading speed. 

A CDN works with, rather than in place of, your host. In addition 
to the server that hosts the primary website, can leverage a 
CDN to distribute copies of your site's files among 
strategically-chosen data centers.
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Eliminate unnecessary plugins.

Having too many plugins on the site can cause unnecessary bloat 
that slows it down.

To identify any plugins that are reducing the page speeds, you can 
try testing them individually.
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Why you should speed up your website

It can impact your search engine rankings, your customer's satisfaction 
and your conversion rate.

Whenever we provide SEO services, page speed is one of the first things 
we look at, as it's one of the easiest ways to make a big improvement 
on your website.



Complete!

Thank you


